Art Levy
Journalist, Author

Art Levy is a Florida Trend associate editor. Apart from writing and fact-checking, he interviews prominent Floridians from around the state for the magazine’s Icon feature. A graduate of the University of Florida’s journalism school, Levy joined Florida Trend in 2005. Before that, he worked for newspapers including the Tampa Bay Times and the Sarasota Herald-Tribune. Over the years, his stories have won more than 20 awards. He’s also the author of the University Press of Florida’s “Made in Florida: Artists, Celebrities, Activists, Educators, and Other Icons in the Sunshine State.”

Programs Available

Made in Florida: Artists, Celebrities, Activists, Educators, and Other Icons in the Sunshine State
For more than a decade, journalist Art Levy has traveled the state, interviewing prominent Floridians for a Florida Trend magazine feature called Icon. The resulting interviews have been compiled in a University Press of Florida book titled “Made in Florida: Artists, Celebrities, Activists, Educators, and Other Icons in the Sunshine State.” Tailoring each presentation to the local community, Levy can speak about the interviewees, relay anecdotes from the interviews and tell stories about his journey across Florida.